PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES

1. Develop, integrate, and apply knowledge from the foundational sciences to optimize health-related decisions and recommendations at the patient and population level.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Learner)

2. Provide individualized, patient-centered pharmaceutical care.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Caregiver)

3. Manage medication use systems to optimize healthcare outcomes.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Manager)

4. Design health and wellness strategies to prevent and manage chronic diseases.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Promoter)

5. Integrate population-based data into the practice of evidence-based pharmacy.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Provider)

6. Identify, communicate, resolve, and prevent medication-related problems.  
   (CAPE Sub-domain: Problem Solver)

7. Educate patients, caregivers and professional colleagues using effective communication techniques.  
   (CAPE Sub-domains: Educator, Communicator)

8. Advocate for healthcare needs on the individual and population-based levels.  
   (CAPE Subdomain: Advocate)

9. Collaborate as a member of an interprofessional team for team-based, patient-centered care.  
   (CAPE Subdomain: Collaborator)

10. Demonstrate awareness and sensitivity to cultural and socioeconomic diversity and incorporate the traditions of diverse cultural groups into patient-centered care.  
    (CAPE Subdomain: Include

11. Engage in personal development and professionalism.  
    (CAPE Subdomains: Self-aware, Professional)

12. Develop new ideas to improve patient care by leading the advancement and achievement of the shared goals of the profession.  
    (CAPE Subdomains: Leader, Innovator)